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Synopsis

Wherever Westerns have been shot, this series of books will detail the history of the sites used, illustrate those sites, and include a filmography of films and television shows which used that site. While this series will not cover all sites, it will contain the vast majority of them. This first book covers 35 of the sites utilized in Southern California: Iverson Movie Ranch Brandeis Ranch Spahn Ranch Berry/Bell Location Ranch Santa Susana Pass Road Santa Susana Pass State Historic Park Santa Susana Pass Area Roy Rogers Double R Bar Ranch Burro Flats Ray Corrigan Movie Ranch/Corriganville Big Sky Movie Ranch Simi Valley Ranches Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Ranch Janns Conejo Ranch Jungleland Conejo Valley Airport North Ranch Russell Ranch/Albertson Ranch/Glenmoore Cattle Ranch Lake Sherwood/Sherwood Forest Unknown Ranch in Hidden Valley Deerwood Stock Farm Greenfield Ranch French Ranch China Flats Morrison Ranch Yrigoyen Ranch Paramount Ranch Buffalo Flats Malibou Lake Piru Creek Camulos Rancho Fillmore's State Fish Hatchery Fillmore to Valencia Railroad
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Customer Reviews

My wife loves the book for its photos and information you can't get on the internet or elsewhere
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